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ABSTRACT 

Automatic acoustic detection system is useful to assist the bird naturalists on 

bird species monitoring and overall ecosystem health. Many birds are most easily 

discovered by their sounds, therefore passive acoustic monitoring is most appropriate. 

However, acoustic monitoring encounters practical limitations such as manual 

configuration requirement, highly dependent on sounds libraries, less accurate and less 

robust. In recent years, various machines learning techniques are proposed and detailed 

performance evaluation are conducted to determine how feasible the automatic 

acoustic detection system can be achieved. In this paper, we propose a 1D 

convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture for bird sound detection and 

compare it with Bulbul 2D CNN architecture which is the winner of Bird Audio 

Detection (BAD) challenge. The proposed 1D CNNs managed to learn a representation 

directly from the raw audio recordings. The preprocessing phase divides the audio 

signal into overlapping frames using a sliding window, thus it can handle audio streams 

of any duration. The sizes of each frame are compatible to the input layer of the 1D 

CNNs. On the other hand, the preprocessing phase of Bulbul 2D CNN architecture 

adopted two type of feature extraction methods, STFT spectrogram and Mel-scaled 

spectrogram to capture the amplitude of a signal as it changes over time and at various 

frequencies. The performance of the proposed 1D CNN model in detecting the bird 

sound was assessed on the warblrb10k dataset and the experimental results have shown 

that it achieves an accuracy lower than the Bulbul 2D CNN model. It was proven in a 

few previous 1D CNN state-of-the-art approaches outperform most of the other 

approaches that uses handcrafted features or 2D representations as input. Due to time 

constraint, several significant steps of promising high accuracy on 1D CNN model 

could not be done, such as aggregating the prediction result for all the audio frames 

belonging to the same audio recording with a majority rule or sum rule to determine 

the final prediction for presence of bird for the whole individual audio recording, thus 

lead to achieving low accuracy of 1D CNN model in this paper.  
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ABSTRAK 

Sistem pengesanan akustik automatik berguna untuk membantu naturalis burung dalam 

pemantauan spesies burung dan kesihatan ekosistem keseluruhan. Banyak burung paling mudah 

ditemui melalui bunyinya, oleh itu pemantauan akustik pasif adalah paling sesuai. Walau 

bagaimanapun, pemantauan akustik menghadapi batasan praktikal seperti keperluan konfigurasi 

manual, sangat bergantung pada perpustakaan bunyi, kurang tepat dan kurang mantap. Dalam 

beberapa tahun kebelakangan ini, pelbagai teknik pembelajaran mesin dicadangkan dan penilaian 

prestasi terperinci dijalankan untuk menentukan sejauh mana sistem pengesanan akustik automatik 

boleh dicapai. Dalam kertas kerja ini, kami mencadangkan seni bina rangkaian neural konvolusi 

(CNN) 1D untuk pengesanan bunyi burung dan membandingkannya dengan seni bina Bulbul 2D 

CNN yang merupakan pemenang cabaran Pengesanan Audio Burung (BAD). CNN 1D yang 

dicadangkan berjaya mempelajari perwakilan secara langsung daripada rakaman audio mentah. Fasa 

prapemprosesan membahagikan isyarat audio kepada bingkai bertindih menggunakan tetingkap 

gelongsor, oleh itu ia boleh mengendalikan aliran audio dalam sebarang tempoh. Saiz setiap bingkai 

adalah serasi dengan lapisan input CNN 1D. Sebaliknya, fasa prapemprosesan seni bina CNN 

Bulbul 2D menggunakan dua jenis kaedah pengekstrakan ciri, spektrogram STFT dan spektrogram 

berskala Mel untuk menangkap amplitud isyarat apabila ia berubah mengikut masa dan pada 

pelbagai frekuensi. Prestasi model CNN 1D yang dicadangkan dalam mengesan bunyi burung telah 

dinilai pada set data warblrb10k dan keputusan percubaan telah menunjukkan bahawa ia mencapai 

ketepatan yang lebih rendah daripada model CNN Bulbul 2D. Ia telah terbukti dalam beberapa 

pendekatan terkini CNN 1D sebelum ini mengatasi kebanyakan pendekatan lain yang menggunakan 

ciri buatan tangan atau perwakilan 2D sebagai input. Disebabkan oleh kekangan masa, beberapa 

langkah penting untuk menjanjikan ketepatan tinggi pada model CNN 1D tidak dapat dilakukan, 

seperti mengagregatkan hasil ramalan untuk semua bingkai audio yang dimiliki oleh rakaman audio 

yang sama dengan peraturan majoriti atau peraturan jumlah untuk menentukan ramalan akhir untuk 

kehadiran burung untuk keseluruhan rakaman audio individu, dengan itu membawa kepada 

mencapai ketepatan model CNN 1D yang rendah dalam kertas ini.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the project background, followed by the problem 

statement that leads to defining the research objectives, project scope and close with 

the project outline that explains the organization of this paper.  

1.2 Project Background 

Birds are frequently utilized as bio-indicators of determining environmental 

quality and ecosystem changes. Acoustic monitoring has been verified as one of the 

effective methods used by the ecologist to examine the population trend of bird species 

in a habitat especially a high dense forest. Birds are easily to be detected by sounds as 

they communicate through vocalizations, thus the recorded sounds can be used for 

identifying the catch rates and management advice for the following year. 

Autonomous sound unit (ARU) are commonly deployed by the ecologist in 

various random point in the forest and farmland to determine the presence of birds. 

However, the limitation of ARU includes limited detection distance of the ARU, low 

accuracies on the target detection, limited digital storage capacity and battery life 

constraint of the ARU where it limits the onsite operating time.  

Deep learning has been a well-known approach recently as it could perform label 

classification and detection at a higher accuracy, but it was labelled with the fact of 

heavy computing and monitoring behaviours. It would be a challenge of deploying 

deep learning algorithm on an embedded system such as an onboard ARU that could 

support high computational deep learning algorithm. Hence, the research direction 

would be targeting on delivering an algorithm with low complexity and sufficient 

accuracy.  
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1.3 Problem Statement 

Bird sound detection in audio is contributing to the task of autonomous wildlife 

monitoring, citizen science, and the administration of audio libraries. However, 

acoustic monitoring is frequently constrained by real-world issues such as the 

requirement of human configuration, reliance on sample sound libraries, lack of 

precision, low robustness, and generalizability to new acoustic situations. 

In modern day, various deep learning techniques have been proposed by the 

researchers to perform acoustic bird detection, with the use of presented acoustic 

monitoring dataset, pretraining the model for targeting the acoustic characteristics, and 

without the need of manual calibration. 

In recent years, deep learning algorithm such as convolution neural network 

(CNN) based approaches reported relatively high accuracy in many audio 

classification and detection task, especially 2D CNN are widely adopted as it takes in 

2D representation comprises of high-dimensional waveforms, although it resulted in 

high computational power. There are many 2D CNN models submission for bird sound 

detection in Bird Audio Detection (BAD) challenge 2018 where it has showcased 

excellent classification capability of 2D CNN. In our opinion, the complexity of 2D 

CNN was still a crucial issue although it possesses high accuracy in detection task. 

Besides, 1D CNN is also a well-known method and widely adopted in many audio 

detection and recognition task. It learns the representation directly from a raw audio 

signal and was feed into a compact 1D CNN architecture that reduces the quantity of 

data needed for training and the cost of computing. In previous state of art, 1D CNN 

achieved excellent performance in various environmental sound classification and 

detection task but it had not been explored in the task of bird sound detection yet. 

1.4 Research Goal 

This study aims to compare the model performance of 1D and 2D CNN on 

identifying the presence or absence of the bird sounds. The 1D CNN learns the 

representation directly from a raw audio signal while conversion is needed from raw 

audio signal to 2D frequency representations such as Short-time Fourier transform 

(STFT) spectrogram and Mel-scaled spectrogram before feeding into the 2D CNN. In 

this study, the proposed 1D CNN model is referring to the previous state of art from 
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Abdoli with different amount of convolution layers implemented while Bulbul 

architecture of 2D CNN model implemented was the winning model architecture of 

BAD challenge. Based on accuracy, model size, and training duration, the optimal 

strategy was chosen. 

 

 
1.5 Research Objective 

 
The following were the research objective of this paper:  

 

1. To review existing approaches for bird sound detection such as Random 

Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 2D Convolutional Neural 

network.  

2. To implement the 1D Convolutional Neural Network for Bird Sound 

Detection task by learning direct representation from raw audio signal. 

3. To implement the 2D Convolutional Neural Network Bulbul architecture for 

Bird Sound Detection task by learning 2D representation such as spectrogram 

from audio signal. 

4. To compare the performance gap between 1D CNN and 2D CNN in bird sound 

detection. 

 

 
1.6 Project Scope 

 
• The work will be based on derivatives of the 2D CNN Bulbul architecture 

designed by Thomas Grill and Jan Schlüter and 1D CNN architecture designed by 

Abdoli et al.    

• The algorithms will be trained and tested on the Warblr Bird Call Dataset, 

which is an UK-based crowd-sourcing platform for smart-phone recording. It 

has around 8000 ten-second audio recording which cover around 22 hours of 

recording. 

• The algorithm will be developed and tuned on Google Colab, a free Google 

Platform that allows written and execution of Python code in the browser. 
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• A computer with internet access is needed in this project to access the Google 

Colab platform. 

• Programming work will be done by using Python, TensorFlow and Keras 

Libraries.  

 

 
1.7 Report Organization 

 
This report can be divided into 5 chapters. The Chapter 1 gives a brief 

introduction to autonomous bird sound detecting system, as well as a problem 

statement, research goal, objectives, and the project scope. Followed by Chapter 

2, Literature Review which is summary of the current state of art and the 

proposed approach for bird sound detection task and other audio application task 

using deep learning and non-deep learning method. The methodology and 

structure for this research are described in Chapter 3 while Chapter 4 shows the 

experimental result and discussion of research. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the 

work and provides the future work.
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